Background {#Sec1}
==========

The difference in production conditions between highly bio-secure breeding (B) and commercial production environments (C) can lead to genotype-by-environment interaction (G × E) in broiler chicken \[[@CR1]\]. Indications of G × E may include heterogeneous variances, different heritabilities, and correlations lower than 1 between the same trait expressed under the B and C conditions \[[@CR1]\]. To model G × E, the same trait expressed in the two environments can be defined as two correlated traits. Identification of the presence of G × E, especially a genetic correlation between traits measured in B and C, is important for optimizing breeding programs. For example, Chu et al. \[[@CR2]\] showed that the genetic correlation between traits measured in B and C environments can change the optimal proportion of birds to be tested in the B versus the C environment. For body weight (BW) of broiler chicken, G × E interactions have been reported with genetic correlations ranging from 0.46 to 0.69 \[[@CR1]\], from 0.74 to 0.76 \[[@CR3]\] and from 0.75 to 0.76 \[[@CR4]\] between traits measured in environments B and C.

The ultimate goal of a breeding program for broilers is to increase the genetic gain of the birds' performance in the C environment only. To improve genetic gain, sib-testing of purebred birds in environments B and C is an option \[[@CR1]\]. Due to bio-security restrictions, only the birds in the B environment are selection candidates, whereas the birds in the C environment provide information on the performance in C only. Because of limited reproductive capacity of broiler dams, a restricted number of birds can be moved to the C environment for phenotype testing, and thus accuracy of prediction for performance in C might be relatively low with pedigree-based best linear unbiased prediction (PBLUP) \[[@CR2]\]. In this situation, genomic information can be of interest to improve accuracy of prediction.

There has been growing interest for genomic selection in poultry breeding programs because of the higher accuracy of prediction compared to pedigree-based evaluation. The increase in accuracy of prediction from using dense genotypes is due to improved measurement of the relationships between animals and better prediction of the Mendelian sampling terms \[[@CR5]\]. Improved knowledge of the relationships may help the transfer of information from birds in the C environment to selection candidates in the B environment. The benefit of genomic selection over pedigree-based selection has been well documented from simulations \[[@CR5]--[@CR10]\] and empirical studies in chicken \[[@CR11]--[@CR15]\], cattle \[[@CR16]--[@CR19]\] and pig \[[@CR10], [@CR20]--[@CR22]\] breeding schemes. However, none of the empirical studies reported a benefit of the use of genomic information in a breeding program with G × E sib-testing designs. In such a program, a multivariate joint model is required to model traits measured in commercial and breeding environments. When the number of genotyped individuals and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are large, the use of a multi-trait model can be computationally challenging, and estimation of variance components from the model that uses a realized genomic relationship matrix can be tedious. Model-based accuracy or individual accuracy of estimated breeding values (EBV) cannot be computed because it is not feasible to obtain prediction error variances by direct inversion of the left hand side (LHS) of mixed model equations. Cross-validation strategies for accuracy of EBV based on correlations between EBV and corrected phenotypes cannot be applied. In a G × E sib-testing breeding program, validation animals are the birds in the B environment, which do not have corrected phenotypes for the traits measured in environment C. Legarra and Reverter \[[@CR23]\] proposed cross-validation measures that can compare competing prediction models in situations of breeding programs where traits are influenced by G × E interactions. These validation measures \[[@CR23]\] are based on statistics of EBV that are estimated from full and reduced datasets.

In addition, a typical breeding program that uses genomic selection in broiler chicken often applies a selective genotyping strategy. In broilers, important traits such as BW and feed efficiency can be recorded before sexual maturity. In situations of limited resources for genotyping, only a proportion of the birds that are potential parents with best performances will be genotyped. The selective genotyping strategy can increase accuracy of selection and genetic gain compared to random genotyping strategies \[[@CR24]\]. However, the selective genotyping can create bias and lead to overestimation of genetic variances when single-step genomic BLUP (ssGBLUP) is used to estimate variance components \[[@CR25]\]. To exploit genomic information, as well as pedigree data and phenotypes of non-genotyped birds in genetic evaluation, ssGBLUP models \[[@CR22]\] can be used. However, accurate prediction of breeding values requires accurate estimates of variance components. An animal model using the pedigree relationship matrix is currently recommended to estimate variance components in the situation of selective genotyping \[[@CR25]\].

Two main objectives of our study were: (1) to explore genotype-by-environment interactions for BW in broilers raised in breeding bio-secure (B) and commercial production (C) environments, and (2) to use genomic information to increase the accuracy of predicted breeding values of birds in the B environment for BW traits measured in the C environment.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Data {#Sec3}
----

Data obtained from the poultry breeding company, Cobb-Vantress, included (BW) performances of purebred broiler chicken that were tested in breeding bio-secure (B) and standard commercial production (C) environments. These two environments represent the standards for biosecurity used in commercial breeding programs and the C environment represents normal commercial production conditions in Western countries. In both systems, birds were reared in large flocks under floor conditions. The data included BW records from 16 time-steps (TS) of selection that covered roughly 2.5 generations. A time-step involves selection and testing activities in the breeding programs that are carried out within a relatively short period of time. Birds that hatched at each TS were transferred to either the B or C environment for phenotype testing. Each full sib group was split between the B and C environments such that each bird will have full and half-sibs in both environments. Parents were selected from birds tested in the B environment only. In other words, parents did not have any phenotypic records in the C environment. In each TS, all the offspring of birds in the C environment were hatched at the same time while the offspring of birds in the B environment were hatched at several successive time points. Sires and dams of the offspring in each TS were from several previous TS.

BW of the broilers tested in the B environment was recorded once, at 6 weeks of age (BW6.B), for TS 1--10 and recorded once or twice, at 5 and 6 weeks of age (BW5.B and BW6.B), for TS 11--16. All birds in the B environment at TS 11--16 had BW5 records, but only 33% of those birds had BW6 records. The BW of the broilers tested in the C environment were recorded at 5 and 6 weeks of age (BW5.C and BW6.C) for TS 5--10 and only at 5 weeks of age (BW5.C) for TS 11--16. Data editing was performed as in Chapter 4 of Chu \[[@CR26]\] by removing records of the birds with unidentified sex, missing dam age or duplicated records. Records of BW that were more than four standard deviation units from the mean were also removed for each of the four BW record types. In total, 0.04% of all BW records were removed. After data editing, 54,757 and 15,412 birds remained in the B and C environments, respectively, with respectively 61,589 and 23,569 BW records. The birds with BW records were from 319 sires and 1528 dams. The pedigree covered roughly 3.5 generations back from the youngest birds and included 70,174 birds.

A medium-density SNP chip with 55,792 SNPs was used for genotyping (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). For quality control, the missing rate for SNPs was set at \< 0.05 and the call rate for birds at \> 0.95. Also, SNPs with a minor allele frequency lower than 0.01 were removed. After quality control, 39,767 genotyped birds with 50,562 SNPs remained for constructing the genomic relationship matrix. All parents had genotype information. Although all the birds in the C environment were genotyped, after quality control, genotyping information of 41 birds in C was not used to construct the genomic relationship matrix. Only part of the birds in the B environment were genotyped.

Statistical models {#Sec4}
------------------

A preliminary study showed that male and female BW had different variances, but were highly correlated, which reflects scaling effects \[[@CR26]\]. Modelling male and female BW as two traits led to convergence problems because of paramete at the edge of the parameter space. To model heterogeneous variances between male and female BW, standardization was applied to male and female BW, separately \[[@CR26]\]. Male and female phenotypic records of the four BW traits were standardized to their corresponding phenotypic standard deviations that were estimated by the following univariate model:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Standardization was applied, so that each phenotypic record was divided by the corresponding phenotypic standard deviation estimated from model (1). A multi-trait PBLUP model was used to estimate variance components and predict EBV from the standardized phenotypic records of BW in the B and C environments. The PBLUP model (2) includes eight traits but after transformation, the variances of genetic and maternal effects were equalized and correlations between sexes were equal to 1, so rank reduction was used for these effects whereas individual variances and covariances were estimated for the residual. The model was as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Variance components were estimated using the PBLUP multivariate model (2) for two reasons: (1) the selective genotyping applied to birds in the B environment might lead to overestimation and bias of variance components estimates with a ssGBLUP model \[[@CR25]\]; and (2) the complexity of the models and large number of genotyped animals and non-genotyped animals in the pedigree would make ssGBLUP computationally demanding. The estimation of variance components and EBV prediction with the PBLUP models were carried out by using the REML module in the DMUAI procedure of the DMU package \[[@CR28]\]. For the convergence of the model, the Frobenius norm of the update vector was set to less than 10^−5^ \[[@CR28]\]. In addition, the PBLUP models used to estimate the variance components were re-run several times using different starting values to check that the global maximum likelihood of the model was reached. The model was converged, and no change in estimates was observed for different starting values.

The standardized variance components of the PBLUP model estimated from the REML module were used to calculate EBV for ssGBLUP multivariate models using the DMU5 procedure in the DMU package \[[@CR28]\]. Because the use of genomic information led to a relatively dense relationship matrix, calculation of the sparse inverse of the LHS was not possible. Therefore, the DMU5 procedure was used to iteratively solve the mixed model equations with the preconditioned conjugate gradient method \[[@CR28]\]. However, this procedure does not provide the prediction error variance of breeding values. The ssGBLUP models were identical to the PBLUP model (2), except that the pedigree relationship matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Cross-validation {#Sec5}
----------------

Cross-validation was carried out to evaluate accuracy, bias and dispersion of EBV for genotyped and non-genotyped validation birds in the B environment. Validation was based on EBV estimated from the full and reduced datasets. The full dataset contained all the phenotypic records from TS 1--16, whereas the reduced dataset contained only phenotypic records from TS 1--12. The reduced dataset was a subset of the full dataset, from which records of 14,187 birds in the B environment and 5988 birds in the C environment at TS 13--16 were removed. The validation birds were individuals in the B environment at TS 13--16. Such a design was used to avoid having two or more generations of validation birds. The validation individuals can be genotyped birds or non-genotyped birds. Cross-validation measures were EBV statistics for validation birds that were estimated from the full and reduced datasets \[[@CR23]\], i.e. the correlation ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The two validation models were the PBLUP and ssGBLUP models. Standardized covariance components that were estimated from the PBLUP model using the full dataset were used to predict EBV in the PBLUP and ssGBLUP models using the full or reduced datasets. The vectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Rescaling of parameters {#Sec6}
-----------------------
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Results {#Sec7}
=======

The number of records, means, and standard deviations of BW records for broiler chicken raised in the B and C environments are in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The mean BW in the B environment was larger than that in the C environment for the same week and sex. However, the standard deviation of BW in the B environment was smaller than that in the C environment, and thus the coefficient of variation of BW in the B environment was lower. For example, coefficients of variation were 0.098 and 0.174 for male BW5 measured in the B and C environments, respectively.Table 1Descriptive statistics for body weight (BW) records of broiler chicken at 5 and 6 weeks of age for each sex raised in breeding (B) and commercial production (C) environmentsBW at weekSexB environmentC environmentNumber of recordsMeanStandard deviationNumber of recordsMeanStandard deviation5Male10,1172183213745517353025Female10,8011882180792215502486Male18,6512758269397522313646Female22,020232921742171940290BW was measured in g

The standard deviation of BW records increased from 5 to 6 weeks of age and the mean BW increased by 500 to 600 g between weeks 5 and 6. As a result, the change in the coefficients of variation was relatively small. For example, the coefficient of variation for BW records of male birds in B environment was equal to 0.098 at both weeks 5 and 6 and those of male broilers in the C environment were equal to 0.174 and 0.163 at weeks 5 and 6, respectively.

Mean BW was greater in males than in females at the same age. The standard deviation of BW was also higher in males than in females, and thus the difference in coefficients of variation between sexes was relatively small. The relative difference in means of BW between males and females was larger for records in the B than the C environment. The relative difference in standard deviations between males and females was smaller for records in the B than the C environment.

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} does not show separated statistics for genotyped and non-genotyped birds in the B environment. However, genotyped birds in the B environment had larger means and lower standard deviations for BW records than the non-genotyped birds at the corresponding weeks of age. For example, the mean and standard deviation of BW6 of males were equal to 2814 and 248 for genotyped birds, while they were 2707 and 278 for non-genotyped birds, respectively.

Additive genetic variances, heritabilities and permanent environmental maternal effects of traits measured in the B and C environments for male and female BW5-6 were estimated from the PBLUP model (2) and are in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Genetic variances of the traits measured in the C environment were considerably higher than those measured in the B environment. The relative differences in variances between traits measured in the B and C environments for male BW5, female BW5, male BW6 and female BW6 were equal to 2.39, 2.29, 2.29 and 2.04, respectively.Table 2Estimates of direct additive genetic variance ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Estimates of the heritability of traits measured in the C environment tended to be higher than those measured in the B environment. Heritabilities of BW5-6 ranged from 0.27 to 0.30 and from 0.31 to 0.37 for the same traits measured in the B and C environments, respectively. With age increasing from 5 to 6 weeks, heritability of the traits measured in C decreased, whereas that of the traits measured in B tended to increase. The ratio of the permanent environmental maternal variance to the total phenotypic variance for the traits measured in C decreased from week 5 to 6, whereas that for the traits measured in B tended to increase.

The genetic variance for BW was considerably larger in males than in females when considering the traits in the same environment and at the same week of age. The absolute and relative differences in variances between male and female traits were larger for traits measured in C than in B. However, the differences in heritabilities and permanent environmental maternal effects were mostly negligible between male and female traits measured in the same environment and at the same week of age.

Estimates of variances, heritabilities and permanent environmental maternal effects differed between male and female traits because the PBLUP model uses heterogeneous residual variances and different scaling for sexes. However, genetic correlations and permanent environmental maternal correlations between sexes were assumed to be 1 for the same traits. Therefore, a single correlation estimate was obtained for the different sexes combined. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the estimated values from the PBLUP model of the genetic correlations and permanent environmental maternal correlations between BW measured in B and C at weeks 5 and 6.Table 3Genetic correlations (above diagonal), permanent environmental maternal correlations (below diagonal) of body weight (BW) of broiler chicken reared in breeding (B) and commercial production (C) environments at 5 and 6 weeks of ageBW at weekEnvironmentBC56565B10.9560.5350.49060.95310.4970.4795C0.6900.58910.98960.7230.6280.9991Standard errors: genetic correlations ± 0.010--0.064; permanent environmental maternal correlations ± 0.027--0.155

The genetic correlations between BW measured in B and C ranged from 0.48 to 0.54. The genetic correlation of BW between the B and C environments tended to decrease as week of age increased from 5 to 6. Genetic correlations of 0.54 between BW5.B and BW5.C and 0.48 between male BW6.B and BW6.C were obtained. Genetic variances in each environment were larger for BW6 than BW5. The correlation between BW5 and BW6 tended to be higher when measured in C (0.99) than when measured in B (0.96).

The permanent environmental maternal correlations between traits measured in B and C ranged from 0.59 to 0.72. The permanent environmental maternal correlations between BW at 5 and 6 weeks and BW measured in B and C followed similar trends as the genetic correlations. For example, the environmental correlations between environments B and C were lower for BW6 than for BW5. Permanent environmental maternal correlations between BW5 and BW6 in the same environment were very high but still a bit higher for traits measured in C than in B.
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Discussion {#Sec8}
==========

Genetic parameters for male and female BW at 5 and 6 weeks of age raised in bio-secure breeding (B) and commercial production (C) environments were estimated using a PBLUP multivariate model. A multivariate ssGBLUP model was used to predict EBV of BW measured in B and C environments. Cross-validations were carried out to assess population accuracy, bias and dispersion of EBV predictions of traits measured in C for genotyped and non-genotyped birds in the B environment when the PBLUP and ssGBLUP models were used.

Genotype-by-environment interactions {#Sec9}
------------------------------------

The difference between the B and C environments is mainly determined by hygiene conditions. The strict bio-secure conditions of the B environment are regulated to prevent worldwide spread of diseases to production farms and to avoid the risk of losing the purebred lines \[[@CR1]\]. In contrast, the less strict hygiene conditions of the C environment can result in a higher incidence of diseases. For example, purebred birds in large commercial breeding companies are typically disease-free from salmonella, mycoplasma, leucosis, avian influenza and Newcastle disease \[[@CR32]\]. However, these diseases remain chronic problems in many commercial poultry flocks \[[@CR33]--[@CR35]\]. The difference between the B and C environments may also be related to diet and litter management. Commonly, wood shavings are used and are loose, dry, free-flowing in the B environment \[[@CR32]\]. The better litter management in the B environment results in a substantially lower incidence of food-pad dermatitis compared to the C environment \[[@CR1]\]. In our study, several indications of G × E interactions due to the differences between the B and C environments were found such as a change in average performance, re-rankings, heterogeneous variances and different heritabilities for the traits measured in the B and C environments. At the same age, the mean BW measured in B was larger than that measured in C, but the standard deviation of BW measured in B was lower than that measured in C. This result agrees with that of Kapell et al. \[[@CR1]\] who reported larger means and lower standard deviations for BW measured in B than in C for four different purebred lines of broiler chicken raised in the B and C environments. In N'Dri et al. \[[@CR3]\], slow-growing broiler chicken also had significantly higher BW performance when raised in the B environment compared to the C environment.

In our study, estimates of the genetic correlation between BW measured in B and C ranged from 0.479 to 0.535. Statistically, re-ranking refers to genetic correlations different from 1, but in practice, re-ranking is commonly considered important in breeding programs when the correlation is lower than 0.8 \[[@CR36]\]. The genetic correlation in our study refers to a significant re-ranking of birds in the B and C environments. Such a significant re-ranking was also observed by Kapell et al. \[[@CR1]\] with genetic correlations between B and C environments of 0.46, 0.54, 0.56 and 0.69 for their four studied lines, respectively. In N'Dri et al. \[[@CR3]\], the genetic correlations ranged from 0.74 to 0.76. In Lwelamira \[[@CR4]\], the genetic correlation between BW of indigenous chicken measured in breeding station and village environments was around 0.75--0.76. However, the estimates in Lwelamira \[[@CR4]\] and N'Dri et al. \[[@CR3]\] might be slightly overestimated because no permanent environmental maternal effect was included in the model and the datasets comprised a small number of records for only one generation.

With the more challenging C environment, we did expect larger variances for traits measured in C than for those measured in B, but we also obtained higher heritabilities for traits measured in C than for the same ones measured in B. Kapell et al. \[[@CR1]\] found that, in three of their four lines, the heritability of BW5 measured in C (0.32--0.34) was lower than that measured in B (0.36--0.40), while in the remaining line, the heritability of BW5 measured in C (0.36) was higher than that measured in B (0.32). N'Dri et al. \[[@CR3]\] reported heritabilities of traits measured in C that ranged from 0.54 to 0.56, whereas for those measured in B the heritability was 0.56. In addition, as week of age increased from 5 to 6, the heritability of traits measured in B tended to increase, whereas that of traits measured in C decreased. There is no clear explanation for these opposite trends. As age increased from 5 to 6 weeks, the genetic correlation between traits measured in B and C decreased. To our knowledge, no such trend in the genetic correlation between traits measured in B and C environments with increasing age has been previously reported in poultry.

The production environment also influenced the maternal environmental effects. Permanent environmental maternal correlations between BW measured in B and C were significantly lower than 1. The permanent environmental maternal effect of traits measured in C became smaller as age increased from 5 to 6 weeks. In contrast, the permanent environmental maternal effect of traits measured in B tended to increase as age increased from 5 to 6 weeks. In previous studies in poultry, a reduction in the permanent environment maternal effect on BW with increasing age was found \[[@CR37]--[@CR40]\]. However, some studies \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\] also show increasing trends around the age of 5 to 6 weeks, i.e. Begli et al. \[[@CR41]\] showed that the ratio of the permanent environmental maternal variance to the total phenotypic variance for BW increased slightly from 0.10 at week 2 to 0.12 at week 6, and then decreased to 0.07 at week 10 and Mebratie et al. \[[@CR42]\] showed that the maternal effect on BW of broiler chicken raised in B tended to increase as the age of the birds increased from *t*-7, to *t*-4 to *t* days.

The effects of the production environment on age-by-genotype interactions were not clear, but the genetic correlation between BW5 and BW6 tended to be lower for traits measured in B than in C. The effects of the production environment on sex-by-genotype interactions were mainly related to the relative difference in variances between male and female BW traits because the genetic correlation between male and female BW within each environment was assumed to be 1 in the multivariate model (2). This assumption was based on our preliminary results that the sex-by-genotype interaction only led to the scaling effect between male and female BW.

Based on the strong G × E interaction found in our study, selection for performance under commercial conditions will greatly increase response to selection for BW in broiler breeding programs when birds are phenotype-tested in both B and C environments \[[@CR2], [@CR43]\]. In contrast to the breeding programs that test birds in the B environment only, the breeding programs that test birds in both environments can exploit the re-ranking of birds in B and C, the larger genetic variances of traits measured in C (than those measured in B) and the higher heritability of traits measured in C (than those measured in B). Chu et al. \[[@CR2]\] showed that with a genetic correlation between traits measured in B and C of 0.5, the scheme that placed 70 and 30% birds in the B and C environments, respectively, for phenotype testing, had substantially larger genetic gains than the scheme that had all birds tested in the B environment.

Benefits of genomic information for the prediction of breeding values {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

An increase in population accuracy of EBV for genotyped birds has been shown in many studies \[[@CR7]--[@CR9], [@CR14], [@CR15], [@CR22], [@CR29], [@CR44]--[@CR46]\], in which population accuracy was assessed by the correlation between EBV and corrected phenotypes. Simulation studies have also shown that correlations between true breeding values and genomic EBV of genotyped individuals were significantly higher with ssGBLUP than with PBLUP models \[[@CR7]--[@CR10]\]. Applications of ssGBLUP to improve accuracy of selection have been well-documented in studies on chicken \[[@CR11]--[@CR15]\], cattle \[[@CR16]--[@CR19]\] and pig \[[@CR10], [@CR20]--[@CR22]\]. However, the extent of the benefits from using genomic information for the accuracy of prediction has not been reported for breeding programs where sib-testing is used because of G × E interactions. In these breeding programs, the ultimate goal is to increase the genetic gains in the performance of traits in C for selection candidates that were raised in B, thus only the accuracy of EBV of BW traits measured in C is relevant. Our discussion focusses primarily on the accuracy of EBV of traits measured in C for the selection candidate birds in B that do not have own records for the traits measured in C.
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                \begin{document}$$b_{f,r}$$\end{document}$ deviates more from 1. The use of combined pedigree and genomic information in ssGBLUP increased substantially the population accuracy of EBV for genotyped validation birds compared to the use of pedigree data only in PBLUP. Genomic information explains the relationships between individuals better than pedigree information. Thus, genomic information can be beneficial for an efficient "flow" of information from C to validation birds in B in several ways. With pedigree information, only up to 50% of the total genetic variance of the traits measured in C is exploited for the prediction of EBV of the candidates in a G × E sib-test. With genomic information, this percentage can be higher because the realized genomic relationships between full-sib individuals can range from 0.27 to 0.70 for broilers \[[@CR47]\]. The prediction of PBLUP for validation birds typically treats phenotypic performances of their full-sibs in C as an average information whereas phenotypic performances of the full-sibs in C are treated individually in genomic prediction of EBV. In addition, information from related, more distantly related and even unrelated animals can be exploited in genomic prediction when genomic markers are in linkage disequilibrium with genotypes at causal loci \[[@CR48]\]. The Mendelian sampling terms are better exploited with genomic information than with pedigree information \[[@CR5], [@CR48], [@CR49]\], and thus accuracy of prediction from genomic information increases compared to the accuracy from pedigree information.

Most studies \[[@CR7]--[@CR9], [@CR14], [@CR15], [@CR22], [@CR29], [@CR44]--[@CR46]\] reported the regression slope of corrected phenotypes on EBV as bias, and showed an improvement in bias with genotyped animals. However, the methodology used for cross-validation in those studies is different from that in our study regarding e.g. validation animals and definition of bias. In our study, when the model was changed from PBLUP to ssGBLUP, dispersion or the regression slope of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf{EBV}}_{r}$$\end{document}$ for genotyped birds was improved for traits measured in B and C. In the literature, an increase in accuracy of EBV for non-genotyped individuals has also been reported when changing from PBLUP to ssGBLUP \[[@CR18], [@CR20]--[@CR22]\], but the bias of prediction of these birds increased \[[@CR18], [@CR20], [@CR21]\]. The cross-validation in these studies was based on corrected phenotypes and EBV. Nonetheless, these results are in agreement with our findings that show that accuracy of EBV of non-genotyped birds increased and bias of the prediction also increased.

Validation groups of genotyped and non-genotyped birds had different population accuracies of EBV even with the PBLUP model, which might be related to a non-random distribution of validation birds into the groups. In our dataset, the mean of BW measured in B was higher for genotyped birds than for non-genotyped birds, but the standard deviation of the records in B was lower for genotyped birds than for non-genotyped birds. All parents had genotyping information. This indicated that a selective genotyping strategy was applied for birds raised in B. Within the validation birds, the genotyped birds that are from the top of the distribution have higher relationships between individuals than the non-genotyped birds. From the numerator relationship matrix that was calculated from all animals in the pedigree, the average additive genetic relationship was 0.024 between validation genotyped birds and 0.019 between validation non-genotyped birds. The higher average relationship between genotyped birds results in less variation in EBV estimated from PBLUP, and thus lower population accuracy \[[@CR50]\] for genotyped birds.

Methodology {#Sec11}
===========

When genomic information was used and evaluated in a G × E sib-testing breeding program for broilers, our study was faced with several challenges. The estimation of variance components was challenging with such a large number of genotyped birds, computation-demanding multi-trait models, and selective genotyping. In addition, it was not clear which cross-validation strategies to use in the situation where selection candidates reside in B and do not have performance records in C. Cross-validation is commonly based on the correlation between phenotypes that are corrected for fixed effects from the PBLUP model using the full dataset and EBV that are estimated from PBLUP or ssGBLUP model using the reduced dataset \[[@CR22]\]. However, corrected phenotypes for traits measured in C were not available for validation birds in B. To deal with these challenges, we used the PBLUP model to estimate variance components. The EBV statistics that were estimated from the full and reduced data for validation birds in B were used for validation measures e.g. indicators of population accuracy, bias and dispersion of EBV following the derivation of Legarra and Reverter \[[@CR23]\].
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                \begin{document}$$b_{f,r}$$\end{document}$ were presented in Legarra and Reverter \[[@CR23]\]. Using data of a simulated population and empirical data of a Brahman beef cattle population, they showed that there was very good agreement between the commonly used cross-validation that is based on corrected phenotypes and EBV estimated from a reduced dataset and the new cross-validation that is based on EBV estimated from reduced and full datasets.
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                \begin{document}$$\rho_{f,r}$$\end{document}$ statistic is an indicator of population accuracy, not an indicator of individual accuracy \[[@CR23]\]. Individual accuracy or model-based accuracy that could be obtained from prediction error variances was not used for model comparisons in our study, because it was not possible to obtain prediction error variances for the ssGBLUP model. In addition, individual accuracy reflects "the credibility of an individual EBV" or "a measure of the standard error of prediction of an individual EBV" \[[@CR51]\]. Population accuracy reflects "the correlation between true breeding values and EBV among the candidates for selection, which is a property of a population, not of an individual" \[[@CR51]\]. For example, when only parent average is known, individual accuracy of full-sibs is up to 0.71. However, the predicted differences between full-sibs have zero accuracy, or population accuracy among full-sibs is zero because full-sibs have the same parent average. Individual accuracy should be used for individual decisions, but population accuracy should be used for the choice of model and the assessment of genetic gain \[[@CR23]\].

Sex-by-genotype interaction has been investigated for different traits in broiler chicken \[[@CR42], [@CR52], [@CR53]\], other poultry \[[@CR54], [@CR55]\], pig and cattle \[[@CR52], [@CR56]\]. These studies showed that variances between sexes differed by a factor of 2 or more, but very little re-ranking between sexes was found with genetic correlations between male and female traits higher than 0.85. With a high genetic correlation, the implementation of a bivariate model that treats each sex as different traits could encounter convergence problems in the estimation of variance components. However, when the existence of heterogeneous variance for sexes was not accounted for in the model, a serious re-ranking could occur and thus lead to reduced response to selection \[[@CR57]\]. Failure to account for different variances between sexes could also lead to bias in variance components and predicted breeding values \[[@CR58]\]. Therefore, a relatively simple standardization was applied to male and female records to model heterogeneous variances between sexes without affecting convergence of the model. This standardization was also applied in Chapter 4 of Chu \[[@CR26]\].

The data on BW5-6 of the birds measured in C used in the current study is the same as in Chapter 4 of Chu \[[@CR26]\], but the models differed. Permanent environmental maternal effects in our study were higher than those reported by Chu \[[@CR26]\]. The multivariate model in Chu \[[@CR26]\] used BW1-2 and weekly weight gains from weeks 2 to 6 to model BW1-6, and this linear transformation led to the same inferences, but had much better convergence properties. However, because of the trade-off between the complexity of the model and convergence challenge, permanent environmental maternal effects were not included in the model for weekly weight gain from weeks 5 to 6. Therefore, in Chu \[[@CR26]\] the direct additive genetic effects might be overestimated and the maternal effects underestimated. The model used in the current study was less complex since it included only BW at 5 and 6 weeks. In addition, to facilitate convergence, this study had slightly lower convergence criteria than the recommended value of 10^−6^ to 10^−5^ \[[@CR28]\] for the Frobenius norms of the update vector and the gradient vector. Therefore, to ensure that the global maximum likelihood of the model was reached, the PBLUP models to estimate variance components were re-run several times with different starting values.

Conclusions {#Sec12}
===========

Genetic parameters were estimated for male and female body weight (BW) at 5 and 6 weeks of chicken that were raised in breeding bio-secure (B) and production commercial environments (C). Several indications of interaction between genotype and testing environment (B and C) were found including different average performances, correlations significantly lower than 1, heterogeneous variances and different heritabilities for traits measured in B and C. In addition, genomic information on birds raised in both B and C was used for prediction of EBV of birds in B for BW traits measured in the B and C environments. To evaluate the prediction of EBV, cross-validation statistics of EBV were estimated, namely population accuracy, bias and dispersion of EBV from reduced and full datasets. We found that the use of combined pedigree and genomic information in ssGBLUP substantially increased population accuracy of EBV for genotyped birds compared to the use of only pedigree data in PBLUP. Accuracy of EBV also increased for non-genotyped birds, but bias of EBV prediction increased for non-genotyped birds. In summary, the differences between the B and C environments result in a strong G × E interaction with genetic correlations ranging from 0.479 to 0.535 between BW traits of broilers measured in the B and C environments. In order to ensure maximum genetic gain under commercial conditions, breeding programs should establish recording systems under commercial conditions to provide their customers with genotypes that are well adapted to the commercial environment. Compared to the use of pedigree data only, the use of combined pedigree and genomic information increases population accuracy of EBV substantially for genotyped birds that are raised in the B environment.

Appendix {#Sec13}
========
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